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SOME RECENT PROBLEMSOF NUCLEAR THERMODYNAMICS�K. GrotowskiM. Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków, Polandand H. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear Physis, Craow(Reeived Deember 9, 1999)The thermodynami (statistial) desription of the atomi nuleusworks well at low exitation energies. Di�ulties appear at higher exi-tations, where phase transitions are expeted.PACS numbers: 25.70.Gh, 25.70.Lm, 25.70.PqIn my talk I will disuss ertain problems of nulear thermodynamis atmedium energies, where sub-nuleoni degrees of freedom may be negleted.Thermodynamis has been used in nulear physis sine the early days.The onept of nulear temperature, T , was introdued by Weisskopf, Lan-dau and Frenkel more than sixty years ago [1℄. For an equilibrated system(atomi nuleus): T�1 = �S�E ; (1)where entropy S an be alulated from the density of nulear states, �st:S = ln�st(E) : (2)To be quite aurate, one should take for �st(E) the number of states in theenergy range equal to the square root of the mean square value of the energy�utuation [2℄. In the Fermi gas approximation (no spin) :�st(E) � exp h2(aE)1=2i : (3)� Invited talk presented at the XXVI Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e,Poland, September 1�11, 1999. (253)



254 K. GrotowskiFor a moderate exitation energy, E, below about 1 MeV/nuleon, one hasa � A=8 MeV�1 [3℄. The temperature of a nulear droplet is now:T �r8EA [MeV℄ ; (4)and roughly T � hE=ni, where n denotes the number of exited nuleons[4℄. In fat �st also depends on the shell, on pairing e�ets and slightly onthe exitation energy.The thermodynami (statistial) desription of the atomi nuleus worksremarkably well. See, for example the sequential evaporation spetra of 1Hand 4He partiles from the 19F+64Ni reation at 120 MeV [5℄ (Fig. 1). Inthe logarithmi plot, the nulear temperature is given by the slope of the

Fig. 1. Energy spetra of protons and alpha partiles emitted from the hot 83Rbnuleus exited to the energy 103 MeV.



Some Reent Problems of Nulear Thermodynamis 255energy distribution. Using the sequential partile evaporation piture basedon the models of Bohr [6℄ and Weisskopf [7℄ one should keep in mind that,besides the statistial equilibrium of the nuleus before and after eah emis-sion of a fragment, the seond assumption of Weisskopf is important. Eahemission should be independent of the previous one, in the sense that thepartile emission time, �emission, is long in omparison to the harateristitime-sale of variations of the Coulomb barrier aused by the previouslyemitted fragment. This harateristi time-sale, �Coul, is on the order of10�21 se [8℄.The situation is not so simple at higher exitation energies up to 10MeV/nuleon. Can these nulei still behave as thermally equilibrated sys-tems? This is a ontroversial problem. Hot nulei are produed in nulearollisions. The shape relaxation time of the reated system (e.g. of theeletri quadrupole moment) is on the order of 10�23 se, while the nuleonemission time varies from about 10�18se at T = 1 MeV down to about10�22 se at T = 5 MeV [9℄. An optimist might say that we are on the safeside, as long as �relaxation < �emission.A pessimist might additionally ask if one an apply thermodynamisand statistial physis for suh small systems as atomi nulei. But theorresponding number of mirostates is not so small, e.g. for 131Xe atT � 5 MeV the entropy S = lnnst � 75 and nst � 1025 [10℄.1. First order phase transition in a marosopi �uidFor a marosopi �uid, evaporation of atoms (moleules) by a liquidor ondensation of a vapor is under ertain onditions desribed as the�rst order liquid�vapor (vapor�liquid) phase transition. It proeeds throughmetastable states and is a stohasti proess. Fig. 2 presents the loationof the metastable regions on the van der Waals isotherm. Here AD and EBdelimits the vapor and the liquid metastable region, respetively. Let usassume a homogenous vapor transferred to some point X of the metastableregion. Due to haoti ollisions a luster (droplet) of n moleules may ap-pear in the vapor. This may immediately deay or survive depending uponits size, n, and the work, Wn, neessary for its reation [11℄.Wn = (�l � ��)n+ 4�r2� = (�l � ��)n+ �n2=3 : (5)Here � l and �� denotes the liquid and vapor hemial potential, respe-tively, r is the luster radius and � the surfae tension. The proportionalityoe�ient � is positive. In the undersaturated vapor (e.g. at point F )(�l � ��) > 0, Wn inreases monotonously with n and onsequently thereis no spontaneous ondensation of the vapor. At point X, in the supersat-urated vapor, (�l � ��) < 0 and Wn reahes a maximum, and then goes to
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Fig. 2. The van der Waals isotherms alulated in the mean �eld approximation.negative values for inreasing n. In this ase, for a density �utuation largeenough to pass the W �n threshold (see Fig. 3) the spontaneous ondensationof vapor ontinues. At the same time, due to an analogous mehanism, bub-bles of vapor appear in the metastable liquid (point Y in Fig. 2). Again, forlarge enough density �utuations spontaneous evaporation of liquid oursuntil the liquid�vapor equilibrium is attained (see the Maxwell onstrutionline, Fig. 2). The droplet and bubble metastable states have de�nite lifetimes. Their values depend on the intrusion distane into the metastabil-ity region and may be measured using e.g. speial Wilson or bubble typehambers [12℄. The DE setion of the van der Waals isotherm is loatedinside the instability (spinodal) region. For the marosopi liquid�gas sys-tem, the ritial point, whih belongs to the spinodal region, is the only oneaessible experimentally (Fig. 4). The line of the maximal temperature ofthe superheated liquid is measured with great auray and is used as a testof models prediting position of the spinodal line, the border between themetastable and unstable spinodal regions [12℄.Sequential evaporation of partiles by atomi nulei (E<1MeV/nuleon)also proeeds through metastable states and is a stohasti proess, althoughits mehanism is rather di�erent. As the nulear temperature rises, nule-ons inreasingly oupy the ontinuum unbound states and esape from thenuleus. For a very short while there appears here something like a �vapor�of nuleons surrounding a �liquid drop�. Nuleon density of suh a �liquid



Some Reent Problems of Nulear Thermodynamis 257Wn W �n nFig. 3. Reversible work, W , of formation of a luster ontaining n moleules [11℄.

SkripovFig. 4. Maximal temperatures Tmax of di�erent superheated liquids (the spinodalline) and temperatures T of saturated vapors (the binodal line) [12℄.drop� is lose to the saturation density, �0, of old nulear matter. One mayspeak in this ase of a latent heat, related to the partile separation energy,and ertainly S(�liquid drop�) < S(�vapor�). However, the liquid-gas phaseequilibrium does not exist here. The nulear partile evaporation resemblesrather the evaporation into vauum of a marosopi liquid.2. Nulear alori urveAt higher exitation energies the measurement of the nulear tempera-ture is a di�ult task. It may be done in several di�erent ways [13℄, and Ishall not disuss that subjet here. The dependene of the nulear tempera-ture on the exitation energy, the so-alled alori urve, has been measured[14℄ and is the subjet of heated disussions. The alori urve obtained for



258 K. Grotowskithe 197Au+197Au system at 600 MeV/u, together with the 12C,18O+natAg,197Au at 30�84 MeV/u, and 22Ne+181Ta at 8 MeV/u data is presented inFig. 5. The He Li thermometer [15℄ was used here.195 175 150 125 100 50 hA0i
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Fig. 5. The nulear alori urve [15℄.In the Au+Au reation properties of projetile-like fragments (gold like)were studied. For the others, the properties of omposite systems formed byinomplete fusion were investigated.Three di�erent regions may be notied in this alori urve. For lowexitation energies, smaller than about 2 MeV/u, the temperature varies inagreement with formula (4), with the density of state parameter a=A=10MeV�1. One an speak here of warming up a liquid drop of nulear mat-ter. For high energies, larger than about 10 MeV/u, the alori urve re-sembles heating up an ideal gas. Here the temperature inreases as the2=3(E=A � 2MeV) funtion. In that region of exitation energies, one ob-serves a growing vaporization of nulei. The most intriguing is the inter-mediate region of the alori urve, between 2 and 10 MeV/u. In fat thisorresponds to the previously known limiting temperature line [16℄. The lim-



Some Reent Problems of Nulear Thermodynamis 259iting temperature, the maximum temperature aessible for stable nulei, issmaller than the ritial temperature. It dereases with the nuleus mass,whih may be notied in the alori urve of Fig. 5, where, due to the prequi-librium emission of partiles in the early reation stage, the observed massof hot nulei dereases with the exitation energy (see the average mass salein the upper part of Fig. 5). As the temperature does not hange too muhin this exitation energy region, some have interpreted the orrespondingpart of the alori urve as nulear boiling [17℄, whih has met with strongritiism [18℄.Is it possible to �nd in the alori urve some indiation of a phasetransition of the �rst kind? Before trying to answer this question I wouldlike to attrat your attention to some experimental fats.There is experimental evidene indiating that at a high enough exita-tion energy, the sequential emission (SE) of partiles is replaed by promptmultifragmentation (PM). It seems that one is observing here a Coulombexplosion of a set of fragments ontained inside some volume, alled thefreeze-out volume. The freeze-out volume is, aording to de�nition, thesmallest volume, usually a sphere, in whih onstituents of the breaking upnuleus do not interat via nulear fores. The Coulomb explosion time saleis expeted to be de�nitely shorter than the sequential emission time sale.The experimental searh for di�erenes between SE and PM is usuallybased on partile�partile orrelations measured at small relative angles [19℄.The relative veloity, vrel, of observed fragments is in�uened after emissionby the Coulomb repulsion, diminishing the number of partile�partile o-inidenes at small relative veloity. The degree of this e�et (the size ofthe so alled �Coulomb hole�) is larger when the deay time is shorter. Itmay be observed in the orrelation funtion, R, for pairs of fragments havingharges Zi and Zj, respetively:1 +R = N trueij (vred)Nmixij (vred) ; (6)where the redued veloity of fragments, vred = vrel=(Zi + Zj)1=2, N trueijdenotes the number of measured oinidenes, and Nmixij the number of ar-ti�ially produed random oinidenes.As an example, Fig. 6(a) presents the R orrelation funtion measuredfor hot Ca-like nulei produed in the 40Ca+40Ca reation at 35 MeV/u[20℄. The broken and solid lines represent here preditions of the SE andPM deay senarios, respetively. As one an see, the SE senario explainsthe experimental data at low exitations only, below about 3 MeV/u. Athigher exitations one has to use a orrelation funtion alulated aordingto the PM senario. At the lowest exitation energy the average lifetime,
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Fig. 6. R orrelation funtions of partiles emitted from hot projetile-like frag-ments, produed in the 40Ca+40Ca reation at 35 MeV/u (a), and orrespondingdistributions of p21 (b), taken from [20℄.� , of the exited Ca-like nuleus deaying by sequential emission is about5.7 10�21 se. At the highest exitation energy, the � harateristi of thesequential deay drops down to about 2.2 10�21 se, whih is not enoughto math the measured size of the �Coulomb hole�. On the other hand theprompt deay of the hot system from the freeze- out volume gives the propersize of the �Coulomb hole�.Beside the R orrelation funtion one an apply two di�erent signaturesof prompt multifragmentation, whih make use of di�erent features of thedeay from the freeze-out volume. These are: (i) the shape of the distri-bution of squared momentum, p21, of the heaviest fragment emitted fromthe hot soure, and (ii) the fousing of fragments of the hot soure by theCoulomb �eld. It has been shown that the mean square momentum of theresidue is always smaller than the mean of the sum of the squares of themomenta of sequentially emitted partiles [21℄. The situation is di�erent forprompt multifragmentation, where a olletive Coulomb �kik� reeived bythe heaviest fragment from other partiles of the freeze-out volume leads tothe inrease of the reoil momentum [22℄. Fig. 6(b) displays the measureddistribution of p21 for di�erent bins of the exitation energy of the hot Ca-likenuleus. The distributions are distintly broader for energies higher than 3MeV/u, in agreement with the PM deay senario, and suggest the sequentalemission of partiles only below 3 MeV/u [20℄.



Some Reent Problems of Nulear Thermodynamis 261The Coulomb fousing e�et is observed in the distribution of interme-diate mass fragments, IMFs, displayed in a referene frame de�ned by therelative veloity of the two heaviest fragments [23℄. The two heaviest frag-ments generate a Coulomb �eld strong enough to fous the veloities ofIMFs around a 90-degree angle. This an be seen (Fig. 7) for a hot system(hAi � 70) produed in the inomplete fusion of the 40Ca+40Ca reation at35 MeV/u, and exited to an energy hE=ui � 7 MeV/u [20℄. For the sequen-tial deay the distribution is distintly �atter. In Fig. 7 we also see the R andp21 distributions. All three signatures indiate prompt multifragmentationfrom the freeze-out volume.

Fig. 7. R orrelation funtion (a), p21 distribution (b), and IMF angular distributionmeasured in the referene frame de�ned by the relative veloity of the two heaviestfragments (), for the hot system (hAi � 70), produed in the inomplete fusion ofthe 40Ca+40Ca reation at 35 MeV/u [20℄.What is the mehanism leading a nulear system towards the freeze-out on�guration? A di�erent type of mirosopi alulations [24℄, basedon semi-lassial kineti equations with the ollision term of Uehling andUhlenbek [25℄ and long range interations inluded in the way proposed byLandau and Vlasov [26℄, suggests that in the dynami proess of a heavyion ollision, a hot and ompressed nulear system is reated, whih after-



262 K. Grotowskiwards expands and ools down. This proess is aompanied by density�utuations and depends on the �nal density � of the hot nulear system(see Bondorf et al. [27℄ and referenes ited therein). At �0=2 < � < �0 the�bubble phase� (with nuleon gas inside) is energetially more preferable,while at � < �0=2 the phase of droplets surrounded by nuleons is realized.One is tempted to say that for a very short time we have here vapor�liquidequilibrium. This piture resembles the �rst order phase transition of themarosopi �uid desribed in the preeding setion as ondensation or evap-oration. In priniple it an also be a spinodal deomposition, whih here isalso the �rst order phase transition (see Fig. 2).Unfortunately there is evidene of a di�erent kind that seems to ontra-dit the above onlusion.3. Validity of the mean �eld desription � ritial phenomenaFor marosopi matter as well as for nulear, the equation of stateis based on the mean �eld approximation. This approah fails at somedistane from the ritial point, where �utuations grow together with theirorrelation length [28℄. Let us look at the shape of the marosopi liquid�vapor oexistene line for t! 0 (Fig. 8). Here t = (T � Tr)=Tr (Tr is theritial temperature). In the viinity of the ritial point the oexisteneline may be approximated by:�liq � �vap � jtj� : (7)

Fig. 8. The oexistene urve (solid line), and the spinodal urve (broken line) ofa marosopi liquid�vapor system.



Some Reent Problems of Nulear Thermodynamis 263For the mean �eld approximation � = 1=2, whih means that for t! 0we have got a parabola. Measurements performed for two very di�erentsubstanes, xenon and sulphur hexa�uoride in the range 3 � 10�2 < t <3 � 10�6, show that one should use here � = 0:32 [29℄ and not � = 1=2.Similarly: the heat apaityCV = �T ��2F�T 2� ; (8)where F = E � TS denotes the Helmholtz free energy, and the isothermalompressibility KT = 1V �V�p : (9)For t! 0 one an write: CV � jtj�� ; (10)and KT � jtj� : (11)In the mean �eld approximation CV has a jump at t = 0 (see Fig. 9) and = 1:0. However, the experiment suggests here � = 1=8�1/9 and  = 1:23,respetively [28, 30℄.

Fig. 9. Variation of the spei� heat through the liquid�gas ritial point [28℄.The oe�ients: �; �; , and several others not mentioned here, arealled the ritial indexes (ritial exponents). In the viinity of the ritialpoint the mean �eld approximation fails to reprodue their orret values,and one has to apply here some more sophistiated theoretial tools, suhas the saling models or the renormalization group theory [28℄.



264 K. Grotowski4. How to study ritial phenomena for atomi nuleiIt was suggested by Campi in 1986 [31℄ that, by analogy to large per-olation latties, one may study here moments of harge distributions ofmultifragmenting hot nulear systems. For that purpose one has to mea-sure, event by event, for a given multipliity, m, of harged partiles thenumbers of fragments, nZ(m), having an eletri harge Z. Now the hargemoment of the order k an be de�ned:Mk(m) =XZ ZknZ(m)� (Zmax)k : (12)Here Zmax orresponds to the largest �luster� representing the �bulk liquid�.For a ertain ritial multipliity, mr, one an now expet ritial behavior.For instane: M0 � jm�mrj2�� ; (13)M1 � (m�mr)� ; m �mr (14)M2 � jm�mrj� : (15)At the ritial point, m = mr, the distribution of the fragment hargeshould obey the power law: nZ(m) � Z�� : (16)The ritial indexes are not all independent, sine e.g.:� = 2 + �� +  : (17)Owing to the universality of the ritial phenomena, the values of �; �; and � measured here for the nulear system should be the same as for themarosopi liquid�vapor system, beause both systems belong to the sameuniversality lass. Of ourse, due to the �nite size of hot nulei, M2 showsa maximum for m =mr instead of a singularity.Table I presents the values of �; , and � measured in the Au+C reation(Gilkes et al. [32℄, the EOS Collaboration) and in the 3He+Au reation(Brzyhzyk et al. [33℄). 5. ProblemsAs an be seen in Table I, the ritial indexes measured for hot nulei havevalues lose to those obtained for the marosopi liquid�vapor system andare di�erent from the preditions of the mean �eld alulations. It should be



Some Reent Problems of Nulear Thermodynamis 265TABLE IValues of �; , and � , measured for the nulear and marosopi systems. E=uand T denotes the evaluated exitation energy and temperature, respetively.E=u (MeV) T (MeV) �  �Experiment:Au+C 5.0 4.7 0:29� 0:02 1:4� 0:1 2:14� 0:063He+Au 5.5 6.0 2:17� 0:07Marosopi liquid-gas systemExperiment: 0.32 1.23 2.21Mean �eldalulation: 0.5 1.0 2.33notied that for all three ritial indexes the �mean �eld� values are loatedoutside the range delimited by the �nulear� and �marosopi liquid�vapor�.But hot systems produed in the Au+C and 3He+Au reations lie on thealori urve (see Fig. 5) whih, as we know, is idential with the maximumtemperature line, Tmax = 4:5�6 MeV. This temperature is muh lower thanthe ritial temperature alulated for hot nulei, Tr � 8 MeV [34℄. It hasbeen argued that Tmax is smaller than Tr beause of the long range Coulombinteration, and should be alled the rak temperature. However, this doesnot explain the ritial phenomena observed in the viinity of Tmax.It has been suggested reently that the maximum heat apaity has beenfound in the Au+Au ollisions at 35 MeV/u [35℄, whih ould be diret ev-idene for the seond order phase transition. This result is based on al-ulations [36℄ indiating the existene of large �utuations along the aloriurve. Temperatures and temperature �utuations inside the freeze-out vol-ume were obtained from the energies and masses of the ontained partiles.The authors suggest a phase transition in the region of the exitation energyof about 5 MeV/u and at the ritial temperature 4�6 MeV, in disagreementwith earlier alulations [34℄. It is not lear why the seond order phasetransition takes plae at the exitation energy of about 5 MeV/u and not inother plaes along the alori urve whih show similar multifragmentationproperties, also indiate large T �utuations and belong to di�erent massnulei (see [35℄ and omments on Fig. 5).Some more aurate measurements and new theoretial ideas are evi-dently neessary in order to solve these di�ulties. Then new 4� multide-tetor systems onstruted at Texas A.& M. University, College Station, andat the Laboratorio Nazionale del Sud, Catania will be very useful.
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